
2 bedroom Apartment for sale in Benidorm, Alicante

Only a handful of apartments remain in the exclusive Benidorm Beach residential development, a glass tower with
spacious terraces with views, ideal for enjoying the outdoors and the fantastic weather of the Benidorm coast. The
urbanization has spa, gym, jacuzzi, swimming pools, chill-out, etc. Many things to enjoy!

This apartment is located in the center of the block on floor 33, so a head for heights is required here - two bedrooms
and two bathrooms, brand new and ready to enjoy.

The coast of Alicante is well known for the hot temperatures and its more than 300 sunny days a year. Our residential
is designed to enjoy each of those days, with the large terraces facing the sea and its well-kept common areas.
Breakfast every day breathing the breeze of the Mediterranean and the lively atmosphere of Benidorm.

Benidorm has been transformed in recent years, known for decades for their unique hotels, sun and beach
infrastructures. Is a paradigm of tourism in Spain, of the few locations that enjoy a hotel occupancy of 80% throughout
the year. Combined with a wide variety of traditional spanish cuisine as well as other international varieties adapted to
all tastes and desire to experiment. Playa Poniente is one of the favorite destinations for those who buy homes on the
Costa Blanca. This area is well known for hosting iconic Benidorm skyline buildings, such as the Bali Hotel. 

To sum up, don't forget that Benidorm has one of the most valued golf courses in the province: Sierra Cortina. Close
also to its three theme parks and several shopping centers. And if you will come by plane, the airport of Alicante is
only 1 hour by car.

The paradise you were looking for, you've found it![IW]

  2 bedrooms   2 bathrooms   105m² Build size
  Swimming Pool   fitted kitchen   air conditioning
  community garden   terrace   roof terrace
  garage   lift   fitted wardrobes
  double glazing   store room

625,000€
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